Transcripts that work better in
browsers and on mobile devices
RB Transcript Packages bundle all the elements into an interactive
package so your clients can manage their transcripts easily
RB Transcript
Packages
are created
by your staff
in RB9, and
used by your
clients in RB
Connect and
RB Connect
Mobile

If you want to add another transcript service to your business,
RB9’s Transcript Packages bundle interactive transcripts with
their related exhibits, video, and other files to be viewed in a
browser through RB Connect and RB Connect Mobile. Your
clients will appreciate these virtual transcripts — no hard copies
to manage, easy highlighting and notation, transcript and all
related pieces in one bundle, and if they want a PDF transcript,
they can export it themselves in a variety of formats— even
condensed versions.

Faster, more convenient for attorneys
Like RB-PDF Transcripts (RB9’s other included transcript
creator), you can hyperlink exhibits in Transcript Packages.
Unlike PDF transcripts, linked files in RB Transcript Packages
are not added into the transcript, keeping file size down and
improving speed performance.
When your clients open a Transcript Package in RB Connect or
RB Connect Mobile, they can download/view any exhibit image
in its native format by clicking a hyperlinked reference to it in
the transcript. They do not have to maintain any additional files
or file structure to access the exhibits.
While PDF transcripts are designed for print, RB Transcript
Packages are designed for screens: standard computer screens
and screens on mobile devices like smart phones. If you have RB
Connect, your clients can work with their Transcript Packages
on any screen; but if you have RB Connect Mobile too, your
clients can work in an environment designed for the smaller
screens of mobile devices — no pinching and zooming to read
and interact with their transcripts.

Feature of

Business
Management
Systems
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Attorneys can:
Download attached exhibits,
videos, and other files.
View exhibits in context by
clicking on links.
View streaming video instead of
waiting on long downloads.
Make notes on transcripts.
Highlight lines in transcripts.

Set different highlight colors
to designate different content
categories.
Search transcripts by word, page,
comment, or highlights.
Export the transcript in several
formats, including customizable
ones like RB-PDF Transcripts and
condensed transcripts.

Easier for production staff
If you are already providing RBPDF Transcripts to your clients,
your production staff will find the
process of creating Transcript
Packages familiar yet faster.
For example, Transcript Packages,
like RB-PDF Transcripts, are
created using the original ASCII
file. And the linking process
is exactly the same as exhibit

Part of RB9
The function where you
create Transcript Packages is
included free in RB9.
Transcript Packages are
readable in RB Connect
on any device with an
Internet connection, and
in RB Connect Mobile on
smartphones and other
mobile devices.

linking in RB9’s PDF Transcript
Creator.
Even better is how Transcript
Packages can save your
production staff’s time. They
do not have to customize the
appearance of transcripts. If your
clients want their transcripts to
look a certain way, they choose
customization options when

When exporting
transcripts, users can:
Export their highlights and
notes to work with offline.
Export their transcripts in fullsize PDF, condensed PDF or
AMICUS versions.
Customize the appearance
of exported PDF Transcripts,
including condensed.
Generate and export word
indexes and word lists.
exporting files from Transcript
Packages in a browser or on their
mobile devices.
Like RB-PDF Transcripts, your
production staff can preview
Transcript Packages before
releasing them. Then they notify
clients automatically via email
when their Transcript Packages
are available.

RB9 includes 2 transcript creators
In addition to Transcript
Packages, you can also create
PDF transcripts within RB9. The
RB PDF Transcript Creator is
included in RB9 subscriptions at
no extra cost.
While the 2 transcript creators
work similarly, there are some
differences, so depending on the
situation, you can use the one
that fits best.

For example, if your client wants
the reporter’s digital signature
on the transcript, use RB-PDF
Transcripts in conjunction with
RB’s free Digital Signature Proxy
service. If your client would
rather have a bundled transcript,
or one that works on mobile
devices, use Transcript Packages.
Transcript Packages require RB
Connect and RB Connect Mobile
(optional) to work for your clients.
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What’s the difference between RB-PDF Transcripts & Transcript Packages?
RB-PDF Transcripts

Transcript Packages

File that you can email to a client or they can
download from RB Connect. Clients view and work
with the file in the free Adobe Acrobat Reader
application.

Way for clients to work with transcripts and related
files in a browser or on mobile device through RB
Connect or RB Connect Mobile. Clients can export
the transcript from a Transcript Package in a variety
of formats.

RB-PDF Transcript

Transcript Package

PDF, physical file

None

Large

None

Adobe Acrobat or other
associated programs

RB Connect plug-in or RB
Connect Mobile plug-in

O

O

Hard

Easy

Word Search in a single transcript

O

O

Word Search in multiple
transcripts

X

Will be available in a future
update

O
(Using Acrobat or other
applications)

O
Can export notes or highlights

Export ASCII, Word List/Index

X

O

Digital signatures

O

X

Delivery format
Delivery size
Access method
Link Exhibits and other files
Production/reproduction

Comment, annotation, highlight

O = included X = not included

Subscribe to RB9, RB Connect,
& RB Connect Mobile
RB9 products are available by subscription only. Add or cancel user
licenses and plug-ins as needed, and cancel the whole system at any
time without further obligation.

For more details, contact:

Office Management Technologies

1440 N. Harbor Blvd., Suite 108
Fullerton, CA 92835

RB9 products are backed by an unconditional, 30-day, money-back
guarantee, so you can try them risk-free.

omti.com | info4@omti.com

For more information about subscribing to RB9, RB Connect, and RB
Connect Mobile, visit our website.

Product inquiries: 650-396-2111

650-396-2105 | fax 650-560-6550

ReporterBase software and services, which includes RB9 business management software for legal support firms, RB Connect online offices, and RB Connect Mobile, are developed and produced by OMTI, Inc., a privately held corporation. For more information,
visit omti.com.
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